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What to expect during your fellowship:

• 1st year → intro to QI, how to use the model for 
improvement, intro to discovery tools

• 2nd year → complete project worksheet, discuss 
ongoing progress/issues with your project

• 3rd year → 10 minute presentation on your QI 
project

– Work with QI expert in your division

– Have a SMART aim statement

– Use at least 1 discovery tool

– Present data on a run chart
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CHAM QI Project Worksheet

• Use this as we go along

• Will hit on several of the sections during this talk

• Helps outline your project

Does anyone have ideas yet? 
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What is Health Care Quality?
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What is Health Care Quality?

According to the IOM, WHO, IHI:

“…The degree to which health services for 
individuals and populations increase the 
likelihood of desired health outcomes”

“…consistent with current professional 
knowledge”

“…safe, effective, timely, efficient, equitable and 
people-centered.”
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We don’t always live up to our standards…

On average, … children in the study 
received 46% … of the indicated 
care. They received 68% … of the 
indicated care for acute medical 
problems, 53% … of the indicated 
care for chronic medical conditions, 
and 41% … of the indicated 
preventive care.  Quality varied 
according to the clinical area, with 
the rate of adherence to indicated 
care ranging from 92% … for upper 
respiratory tract infections to 34% … 
for preventive services for 
adolescents.

FAIL!
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Overestimating Performance
Preventive Service Rates
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Randolph, Fried, Loeding, Margolis, Keyes, Lannon: Pediatrics, 2005.

FAIL!
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Randolph, Fried, Loeding, Margolis, Keyes, Lannon. Pediatrics, 2005.

FAIL!
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Why QI?
When we do what we shouldn’t

“…a lower limit of 210,000 deaths per year was associated 
with preventable harm in hospitals. Given limitations in the 
[methodology], the true number of premature deaths 
associated with preventable harm to patients was 
estimated at more than 400,000 per year.”

Harm associated with medical care, as a result, is the 3rd

leading cause of death in the US.

James JT. A new, evidence-based estimate of patient 

harms associated with hospital care. J Patient Saf. 2013 

Sep;9(3):122-8. 
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QI is about closing the gap between what
is and what could, and should, be

By Elliott Brown from Birmingham, United Kingdom [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ADuddeston_Station_-_Mind_the_Gap_(7264403302).jpg  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Duddeston_Station_-_Mind_the_Gap_(7264403302).jpg
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Traditional QI Systems in Healthcare
(Most US Hospitals, Pre-2000)

• Retrospective (often random) review of voluntarily reported 
cases/events

• Majority of resources allocated to regulatory mandates and 
surveys 

• Notion that there was always a single cause and effect 
relationship for every major event (culture of blame)

• Lack of focus on systems and processes

• Lots of measurement but no real improvement

Steven Choi, MD
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Quality Improvement in 2024

• An applied science that emphasizes innovation, 
rapid-cycle testing in the field, and spread in order to 
generate learning about what changes, in which 
contexts, produce improvements. 

• Multidisciplinary — drawing on clinical science, 
systems theory, psychology, statistics, and other 
fields.

Methods and tools to effectively address the issues that 
interfere with our ability to provide the best care we 
can every day
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Quality Improvement

is the

Science of Process Management

What is Quality Improvement?

Health care delivery is a system made up of 

thousands of interlinked processes

Brent James, Intermountain Healthcare
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Why change our process?

"Every system is perfectly designed to 
get the results it gets.“

Don Berwick, MD

Paul Batalden, MD

Joseph Juran

Structure Process Outcome
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Systems Based Approach to QI
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The Model for Improvement

• Why do we need a model for 
improvement?

  → Provides a roadmap for how to change 
 our processes

The FRAMEWORK/METHOD/MODEL of QI.
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Where Do I Begin?  What Do I Change?
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How do you choose what to improve?  

• Stories

• Data

• Dollars

Then, burn the platform!
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3 Major Models

Model for 

Improvement
LEAN SIX SIGMA
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Common Theme of all 3 Methods

• Continuous, cyclical, iterative

Steven Choi, MD
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What are we trying

to accomplish?

How will we know that

a change is an improvement?

What changes can we make

that will result in improvement?

Model for Improvement

Act Plan

Study Do

Aim Statement

Measures

Change 

Concepts
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What are we trying
to accomplish?

How will we know that

a change is an improvement?

What changes can we make

that will result in improvement?

Model for Improvement

Act Plan

Study Do

Aim Statement

Measures

Change 

Concepts
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• A written statement of the accomplishments 
expected from team’s improvement effort

• A communication tool to help maintain focus 
within the team and from external stakeholders

What are the characteristics of a good aim 
statement?

What Are We Trying to Accomplish?

“AIM STATEMENT”
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• A written statement of the accomplishments 
expected from team’s improvement effort

– S - Specific

– M - Measurable

– A  - Actionable

– R  - Relevant

– T  - Time bounded 

What Are We Trying to Accomplish?

“AIM STATEMENT”
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Model aim statements

• By January 2025, at least 80% of patients who present 
to the CHAM ED with febrile neutropenia will receive 
IV antibiotics within 60 minutes.

• By December 2024, we will increase the percent of 
young children (birth – 5y) who have an age-
appropriate structured developmental screening at 
their well-child care visit from 25% to 75%.
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What are we trying
to accomplish?

How will we know that

a change is an improvement?

What changes can we make

that will result in improvement?

Model for Improvement

Act Plan

Study Do

Aim Statement

Measures

Change 

Concepts
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Q2: How will we know if a change is 
an improvement?

“All improvement
is change,

but not all change
is an improvement”
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Importance of Measurement
• Measures are an indicator of how the system is working at any 

given time – important feedback

• It shows whether and how changes are working

• All measures have limitations, but the limitations  do not 
negate their value 

• The purpose of measurement in improvement work is for 
learning not judgment

What are the three types of measurements we use?

31
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3 Types of QI Measures: 

• Outcome Measures: patient focused, the harm we 
are trying to avoid or the care we are trying to deliver

• Process Measures: measuring the processes that 
lead to your outcomes

• Balancing Measures: unintended consequences of 
our work
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What measurements could we use?

By January 2024, at least 80% of patients who present to 
the CHAM ED with febrile neutropenia will receive IV 
antibiotics within 60 minutes.

Outcome: 

Process:

Balancing:
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You’ve got a good measure when…

– Is related to the aim and linked to key changes

– Is easy to collect

• Fits into clinical flow (e.g. the billing sheet)

• Already being collected or electronic

– Is simple

– Shows improvement quickly

– Can be collected regularly (weekly, monthly)
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How will you measure?
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The problem with “before vs. after”

Reproduced from “The run chart: a simple analytical tool for learning from variation in healthcare processes”, Rocco J Perla, Lloyd P Provost, Sandy K Murray, 

volume 20, page numbers, 2015 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd.
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The problem with “before vs. after”

Reproduced from “The run chart: a simple analytical tool for learning from variation in healthcare processes”, Rocco J Perla, Lloyd P Provost, Sandy K Murray, 

volume 20, page numbers, 2015 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd.
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Run Chart: Displays data over time 
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Annotate to tell your story
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What are we trying
to accomplish?

How will we know that

a change is an improvement?

What changes can we make

that will result in improvement?

Model for Improvement

Act Plan

Study Do

Aim Statement

Measures

Change 

Concepts
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What changes can we make that will lead to 
improvement?

• Goal – Find and try out ideas!

• Ask, ask, ask 
– Use the literature: Evidenced Based QI 

– Use colleagues, & your own creativity

• Create your QI team

• Use your Discovery Tools

Have a beginner’s mind!



What are we trying

to accomplish?

How will we know that

a change is an improvement?

What changes can we make

that will result in improvement?

Model for Improvement

Act Plan

Study Do

Aim Statement

Measures

Change 

Concepts
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PDSA Ramp – Start small, spread fast

Hunches 
Theories 
Ideas

Changes That 
Result in 

Improvement

Very Small Scale Test: one family, 
one session

Follow up Tests: tweak test, 10 
families, one week

Wide-Scale Test: different 
conditions, standardize test

Implement Change: 
new procedure, 
training, job 
descriptions

A P

S D

A P

S D
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The first idea is rarely the best idea



+

Understanding the Big Picture

Run charts

Pareto charts

Tally sheets

5 why’s

Process mapping

7 wastes

FMEA

Value stream mapping

Fishbone diagrams

5S

Kaizen events

Project charters

SPC charts

Affinity diagrams

SIPOC

Brainstorming

Many many more…….

Tools that 
Generate 
Change 

Concepts

PDSA

Improvement

Initiative

Achieve 

Your AIM
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Discovery 
Tools
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Discovery Tools

• Tools are intended to help: they are the means, not 
the ends

• Tools inform one another and are interrelated

• Not expected that you use all of them every time
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Key Driver Diagrams
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Key Driver Diagrams

• Organizes the Model for Improvement for a 
specific aim.

• Key Drivers: all the factors that contribute to 
desired outcome

• Identifying key drivers helps focus the 
selection of  changes to be tested.
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Key Driver Diagram
Key Drivers

Interventions

SMART Aim

 

   
Overall Outcome/ 

Global Aim:
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Pizza!

By December 31, 2024, 

95% of pizzas will be

delivered within 30 minutes 

of order being placed.

Key Drivers
Interventions

SMART Aim

   
Overall Outcome/ 

Global Aim:  We will 

run the most popular 

pizza shop in the 

Bronx
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By December 31, 2024, 

95% of pizzas will be

delivered within 30 minutes 

of order being placed.

Key Drivers
Interventions

Aim Sufficient ingredients 

Communication with 
customers

Timely prep of pizza

Defined Delivery Area

Vehicles available and 
fully operational

Pizza Delivery Example
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By December 31, 2024, 

95% of pizzas will be

delivered within 30 minutes 

of order being placed.

Key Drivers
Interventions

Aim sufficient ingredients 

Communication

Timely prep of pizza

Appropriate Delivery 
Area

•Hire workers

•Establish delivery area 

boundaries

•Ovens in good working order

Enough phone lines

Vehicles available & 
fully operational

Pizza Delivery Example

•Establish a schedule for 

ingredient delivery

•Buy cars

Designate person to answer the 

phone

•Larger ovens

GPS system to bypass 

traffic
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Flow Charts (aka Process Maps)
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Flow Charts (aka Process Maps)

• Explain whole process to key stakeholders

• Demonstrate complexity, find redundancy, note 

ill-defined steps

• Identify steps that you think are being done 

differently than they actually are

• Identify all people involved, so you know who to 

involve in change project
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Identify areas for improvement:

• Waste

• Communication issues

• Areas of common errors or breakdown of 
process

• Downstream effects of problems at specific 
steps
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EXAMPLE 1: PATIENT WAIT TIME PROCESS FLOW

Patient 

arrives at 

clinic

Patient services 

representative (PSR) 

gives patient paperwork 

for review & signature 

and takes patient’s 

insurance card & ID

PSR collects copay and 

returns cards to patient, 

completing check-in

Medical assistant takes 

patient back on “first 

ready” basis, takes vitals 

& updates history and 

completes medication 

reconciliation

Patient has encounter 

with physician

After completing 

paperwork, patient 

waits for available PSR 

to complete check-in

Patient waits for 

medical assistant

Patient waits for 

physician to enter & 

start visit

Additional

documents required? 

Diagnostic tests,

labs and/or outside

records?

Yes

Patient waits while 

physician works with 

medical assistants & 

nurses to obtain 

information

No

Are additional 

diagnostics required in 

the office?

No

Patient waits while 

physician works with 

medical assistants & 

nurses to place and 

validate orders

Diagnostic test is 

completed

Patient waits for 

physician to return 

with results

Yes

Patient discusses plan 

of care with physician

Patient waits for 

available PSR in 

check-out area

Patient receives referrals, 

orders, after-visit 

summary and 

instructions, schedules 

follow-up appointments 

as necessary and 

completes check-out

Patient 

leaves 

clinic
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Fishbone Diagrams
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• Also known as an Ishikawa Diagram or a 
Cause and Effect Diagram

• Identifies all the challenges or barriers to 
achieving desired outcome

• Organizes into categories the multiple 
causes of an effect

• Encourages brainstorming

Fishbone Diagrams
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Ishikawa/Fishbone Diagram

Version: 9/2022     Montefiore Center for Performance Improvement

Environment People Materials

Methods Equipment Other

Characteristic or    

Issue (Effect)
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Pareto Charts
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Pareto Charts

• Based on Pareto Principle:  In any set of 
factors that contribute to a common effect, a 
relatively few contributors account for the 
majority of the effect (80/20).

• Visual depiction of this principle, identifies the 
‘vital few’ versus the ‘useful many’

What change will give the most ‘bang for the buck?’
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“5  Why’s”
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“5  Why’s”

• By repeatedly asking the question “Why?”, you can 
peel away the layers of symptoms which can lead to 
the root cause of a problem. 

• Very often the proximate reason for a problem is not 
the underlying issue that needs to be fixed. 
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Conclusions:

1. Improving Patient Quality and Safety is one of your 
central jobs as a physician

• Thousands of people die each year from lapses in 
Patient Quality and Safety

2. To improve Patient Quality and Safety you have to 
change the system

3. We must study changes to know if changes improve 
the system

• Model for Improvement
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What to expect during your fellowship:

• 1st year → intro to QI, how to use the model for 
improvement, intro to discovery tools

– Consider whether you need an IRB

• 2nd year → complete project worksheet, discuss 
ongoing progress/issues with your project

• 3rd year → 10 minute presentation on your QI 
project

– Work with QI expert in your division

– Have a SMART aim statement

– Use at least 1 discovery tool

– Present data on a run chart
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phametz@montefiore.org

Check out:

• Institute for Healthcare Improvement modules

• The Improvement Guide (Langley et al.)

• The Health Care Data Guide (Provost & Murray)

Questions?
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